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It is well known that John Dee presented the Monas Hieroglyphica (1564) as the basis for a wholesale transformation of early modern knowledge culture - a claim that raises obvious issues of epistemic credibility. This paper discusses the social techniques that Dee proposed as a solution to these issues. First, our reconstruction of the "socio-epistemic imaginary" that Dee conveyed in the Monas shows how the marriage between a traditional rhetoric of secrecy and a courtly politicising of natural philosophy allowed Dee to invent social distinctions between credible and false purveyors of true knowledge. Second, a comparison with Willem Silvius's other scientific print productions of the 1560s shows how Dee's socio-epistemic solutions to the problem of knowledge were also promoted by local Galenic physicians taking in hand the challenges of the medical marketplace. However, it also had to contend with alternative socio-epistemic imaginaries, promoted by Paracelsian physicians and more lowly alchemists, which primarily defined knowledge communities as moral communities of Christian charity.